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Access and update for random elements of arrays in imperative programming languages are O(1)
operations. Implementing functional programming languages to achieve equivalent efficiency has
proved difficult. We show how the straight-forward application of shallow binding to functional
arrays automatically achieves O(1) update for single-threaded usage.
INTRODUCTION
An old saw among mathematicians states that "a method is a device which you use twice"
[Polya57,p.208]. Since computer science is such a young field, we need all the methods we can find.
In this note, we show how the device of "trailers" [Eriksson84], used in the implementation of
functional arrays, is really the device of "shallow binding" [Baker78b], used in the implementation of
programming languages, in disguise. Another use of the same "shallow binding" device is for
implementing "state spaces" [Hanson84] [Haynes87], which provide "unwind-protect" sorts of
resource control [Steele90]. The "shallow binding" device can also be seen in database recovery
schemes such as logging and shadowing [Lampson76], although database folks have yet to discover
non-linear (tree) environments. Finally, the device has been upgraded to a "theory" of optimistic
concurrency control and the management of state in a parallel system [Baker90b]. As a result of
these uses, "shallow binding" resides firmly in the computer science "method" repertoire.
Functional programming languages are so-called because their lack of "side effects" allows their
operations to be modelled by true mathematical functions, rather than functions depending upon a
hidden "state". True mathematical functions have the property of "referential transparency", in which
the result of a function call depends only upon the arguments of the function, and nothing else.
Imperative assignment is incompatible with functionality because it can change the "state" of a
computation so that referential transparency is violated. Imperative assignment is therefore banned
from functional languages.
Most assignments to simple variables can be efficiently simulated in a functional language using such
mechanisms as "tail recursion", 1 which allows imperative loops to be efficiently simulated by
recursion. However, incremental modifications to arrays using array element assignment are not easy
to efficiently simulate in a functional language. For example, the simplistic implementation of
incremental array modifications involves copying the entire array; such an implementation can result
in quadratic behavior for a trivial loop which initializes an array to zero [Bloss89].
Many mechanisms have been proposed to ameliorate this "aggregate update" problem so that
functional languages can achieve the efficiency of imperative languages. Run-time mechanisms
involving sophisticated data structures [Arvind87] [O'Donnell85] can lower the effective cost of
updating, while compile-time mechanisms [Baker90a] [Barth77] [Bloss89] [Gopinath89]
[Hederman88] [Hudak85,86] [Schwartz75a,b] can discover situations where the array to be updated
will be immediately thrown away, so it can instead be recycled (after modification) as the updated
array.
Many functional programming advocates would be happy to achieve efficiency in the most common
case, where a "single-threaded" imperative computation is being simulated in a functional
programming style. Most run-time solutions to the aggregate update problem are too complex

1The implementation of tail recursion [Hanson90] is itself an "aggregate update problem", but for stack frames, not

individual program variables.
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because they are not optimized for this "single thread" case, while compile-time solutions find it quite
difficult to detect "single-threadedness".
We show that a straight-forward application of shallow binding elegantly provides O(1) complexity
for aggregate reads and updates in the case of single-threadedness, and continues to operate correctly
in the case of multiple threads, although O(1) update complexity is lost in this case.
SHALLOW BINDING
Shallow binding [Baker78b] was originally invented for the efficient implementation of the dynamic
binding of Lisp variables. The values associated with variables are stored in an environment structure.
Since Lisp allows for first-class functional values, the environment structures must in general be treeshaped. Environment structures have three operations: access a variable, extend the environment with
a new variable, and change context to a different environment structure. Three different
implementations exist which provide O(1) complexity for any two of the three operations, while the
third is O(n), where n is the size of the environment structure.
A shallow binding environment structure allows for O(1) access to program variables and O(1)
extensions with new variables in exchange for additional work during context changes—e.g., function
calls and returns. A deep binding environment structure allows for O(1) extensions and context
changes, but access and update of program variables is O(n). An acquaintance vector environment
structure allows for O(1) access to program variables and context changes, but extension becomes
O(n).
Deep binding is conceptually the simplest environment mechanism, because the values of the
variables are kept in an association list, which is searched (in O(n)) to provide access to the variable.
The extension of an environment requires only the creation of a new extension node which specifies
the new variable and the old environment, and hence is O(1). Changing environments can be done in
O(1) by simply changing a context pointer.
Shallow binding keeps the value of each variable for the current context in its value cell which is O(1)
accessible. Extension takes an environment and a variable name and creates a new environment by
constructing (in O(1)) an object which indicates that the extension environment differs from the
given environment by exactly one variable—the variable given in the extension process. Changing
the context to a new environment involves tracing a chain of incremental extensions from the new
environment back to the current environment; during this tracing process, the contents of the value
cells are swapped with the contents of the incremental extensions, so that the value cells become
current for the new context and the extensions now detail the differences between the old context and
the new one [Baker78b].
Acquaintance vectors encode a complete environment context in each vector. Therefore, the context
can be changed in O(1) by simply changing a context pointer. By assigning each variable a unique
(constant) integer index, the value of the variable in the context can be accessed in O(1). However,
the extension of an environment requires the copying of an entire acquaintance vector, and hence is
O(n).
SHALLOW FUNCTIONAL ARRAYS
The semantics of an array are simply the association of the pair <array-object,indices> with a value.
We identify the notion of "array" with "environment" and "indices" with "variable". Functional arrays
are not updated in place, but a new version is created; hence "update" is environment "extension".
Having made this identification, we can examine the three types of environment structures and their
suitability for the implementation of functional arrays.
The simplistic (copying) implementation of functional arrays is equivalent to the "acquaintance
vector" implementation of environment structures; access is O(1), changing arrays is O(1), but
extension (update) is O(n). The use of "shadowing associations" is equivalent to the "deep binding"
implementation of environment structures. Finally, the use of "trailers" [Bloss89] is equivalent to
"shallow binding".
In a shallow-bound functional array implementation, the array itself can be seen as a cache for the
values in the current context. If the program is single-threaded, then the cache is always current.
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A single-threaded functional program operating on a shallow-bound array will execute within a
constant factor of the speed of the equivalent imperative program. This is because every array update
will construct an environment difference node ("trailer node" [Bloss89]) of constant size, which will
then be immediately let go of, due to single-threadedness. Since array accesses will always be in the
current "context" due to single-threadedness, array accesses will be O(1). Finally, "context changes"
are O(1), as they are in the imperative program, so there is no difference in speed for this operation.
The major difference in speed between the shallow functional program and the imperative program
will be the garbage collection overhead for the trailer nodes that are created for every array update.
While reference counting can eliminate the necessity for this garbage collection by allowing the
discovery of single-threadedness [Hudak85,86], the overhead for reference counting can exceed that
for garbage collecting the trailer nodes [Baker78a]. Furthermore, reference counting does nothing to
reduce the copying effort for non-single-threaded programs.
CONCLUSIONS
The three implementation mechanisms for functional arrays which are equivalent to deep binding,
shallow binding, and acquaintance vectors, have all been described in the functional programming
literature along with their complexity. However, this paper is the first to make the connection with the
literature on variable-binding environments.
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